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The Additive Manufacturing Roadmap for the Northeast Ohio Region is an update
to the 2016 Roadmap of Additive Manufacturing Opportunities in Northeast Ohio.
This updated roadmap creates a clear path forward to the development of a robust
additive manufacturing (AM) ecosystem within the Northeast Ohio Region. It is the result
of a four-month collaboration of Team NEO, Youngstown Business Incubator, MAGNET,
America Makes, prominent manufacturers, solution providers, incubators and lead
academic institutions. The purpose is to identify and quantify AM opportunities in
Northeast Ohio using the Team NEO In-Seven® Road Mapping Process. This document
provides a collective effort of the Roadmap Project Team for promoting awareness of
AM benefits and a plan of action that leverages the Northeast Ohio Region’s rich
manufacturing heritage, unique AM related assets and talented workforce.

Road Mapping Process
The road mapping process employed is Team NEO’s
InSeven© model. This model is designed to identify key
regional strengths as the basis of long-term regional
development opportunities surrounding those assets.
The first half of the process “Where We Are Now” deals
with defining and setting up the road mapping project
and assessing current conditions of the AM market and
regional asset space. During this phase, a substantial

number of market studies and industry intel is canvased.
The information is then used to populate a value chain
model and to validate the needs of the region.
The second half of the process “What is Possible” deals
with outlining the potential for growth opportunities in
the targeted AM market segment. And, after comparing
other competitive regions to NEO’s AM strengths and
capabilities, the AM Roadmap Commercialization Plan
Framework and initiatives were formulated and approved
by the Working Group.

WHAT IS POSSIBLE

WHERE WE ARE NOW

InSeven® Road Mapping Process
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Plan for launch: define scope, convene Working Group participants, “kick off”

2

Define subsectors, technologies, products; determine “core” vs. “supporting”
value chain elements

3

Catalog the region’s “core” assets; map to subsectors; identify region’s critical
mass and determine focus subsectors

4

Define market segments; quantify growth potential, drivers, and projections
for the region’s potential participation

5

Identify top global & nationally competitive regions; assess to determine
share potential
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Based on insights, draft a 7-year plan to capitalize on strengths and opportunities

7

Syndicate plan throughout the region and revise as appropriate; finalize roadmap

Source: Team NEO

WORKING
GROUP

MEMBERS

The Working Group members include representation from prominent
industry leaders, key supply chain participants and leading academic
institutions. The role of the Working Group has been to provide: a plan
structure; market and technical guidance; connections to market
participants; consistent engagement during development of the work
product; and review of all plan outcomes and recommendations.
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Why Focus on AM in Northeast Ohio?
Manufacturing continues to be an essential component of Northeast Ohio’s economy, and
is only projected to grow in importance moving forward. Accounting for more than one-fifth
(21%) of the region’s total gross regional product (GRP), the sector has seen productivity growth
of 92% between 1990 and 2015, with an additional 73% productivity growth projected by 2025.
To maintain our competitiveness in a global economy, innovation will become increasingly
important to how we manufacture, both in the products we produce and the processes we
employ. AM offers an opportunity to gain an additional competitive advantage in manufacturing
and change the growth trajectory of the sector even more moving forward.

Northeast Ohio Manufacturing Productivity: 1990-2025 ( Projected )
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Potential AM Impact on NEO
The potential impact of additive manufacturing on Northeast Ohio’s industry base,
while meaningful, is not projected to have the same potential scale or reach as adjacent
manufacturing technologies like the industrial internet of things. In part, this is because of
the limited potential impact that additive can have across a variety of sectors. Currently,
there are five sectors that are projected to see the most potential upside from more widescale
adoption of AM processes. These sectors include:
• Plastics and rubber products
(including injection molding)

• Construction products
• Medical/dental manufacturing

• Transportation equipment (primarily
aerospace and automotive)

• Metal production

Potential GDP Impact: Additive Manufacturing
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Early projections, based on national projections developed by Lux Research, show that the
sectors with the focus of both the process and product impact detailed above could potentially
show growth ranging from $500 million to $1.5 billion by 2025 if we adopt our fair share of these
technologies relative to our strong concentrations within several of these industry sectors.
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VISION

GOALS

Create a globally recognized
AM cluster of companies,
service providers and
institutions that drive
innovation in the Northeast
Ohio Region’s economy
by leveraging the region’s
strong legacy of industrial
design, robust supply chain
assets, and exceptional
training resources.

• Promote awareness of AM benefits
and opportunities.
• Drive adoption of AM technologies to
generate revenue and create jobs that
drive innovation and investment.
• Elevate Northeast Ohio as a global leader
in AM that stimulates investment from outside
the region in AM and attracts OEMs.
• Cultivate a skilled and diverse talent pool
to meet the future needs of employers.
• Proliferate impact of AM through development
and commercialization of new technologies while
attracting OEMs and AM process companies
to the region.

SWOT:

T he Additive Manufacturing Opportunity
for the Northeast Ohio Region

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•M
 anufacturing industrial legacy
and market opportunity

• Lack of AM metals/OEM s

•A
 dvanced materials, medical devices,
auto, and aerospace industry strength
and competencies
•A
 merica Makes/NIST, and ASM international –
national support institutions

• L egacy manufacturing machinery raises
ROI challenge
• Post-processing services and capabilities
• L ack of capital support for
funding innovation

•B
 readth and depth of service
bureau community
• Global leaders with HQ and technology

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• Broader talent development

• Global competition

• Greater design capability

• Lack of organizational buy-in (c-level)

•B
 etter articulation of ROI and demonstration of
proof points

• Environmental concerns

• Accelerate rate of digital transformation
• Multiple technologies converging
• Reshoring
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• Rapid advancement of eclipsing technology
• Cyber vulnerability

AM Roadmap Commercialization Plan Framework
TALENT

APPLICATIONS &
MATERIALS

• Scale technician roles

•E
 xisting: aerospace,
automotive, medical
devices

•B
 etter defined skills
and curriculum
•D
 evelop more design
training opportunities

INVESTMENT
• Attraction of equipment
and machinery
manufacturers
• Machine maintenance
•D
 evelop framework for
greater outside investment
from private and public
sector partners

AM VISION:
A globally recognized
AM cluster of companies,
service providers and
institutions that drive
innovation in the Northeast
Ohio Region’s economy
by leveraging the region’s
strong legacy of industrial
design, robust supply chain
assets, and exceptional
training resources.

•N
 ew Opportuntities:
injection molding,
and EV mobility

PROMOTION & ADOPTION
•B
 etter defined business
case (ROI, product/process
efficiencies)
•A
 lignment with the
Northeast Ohio
Manufacturing Blueprint
•G
 reater AM integration
with overall manufacturing
processes
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INITIATIVE 1

Articulate the business
case for broader adoption
of new technologies by
manufacturers.

INITIATIVE 2

Create a nationally
recognized AM program for
talent through our institutes
of higher education.

INITIATIVE 3

Grow AM R&D and
IP 2022 - 2025.

1. P
 rovide greater perspective on the cost equation and
value proposition associated with adoption.
2. D
 evelop a more comprehensive set of business cases
across industry sectors with a variety of companies and/or
solution providers.

1. C
 reate brand recognition of our region’s ability to grow talent through
unique and highly effective program offerings.
2. P
 romote K-12 programs that help illustrate the career opportunities in AM.

1. L everage the region’s advanced materials competency and assets
to identify and develop new materials for AM.
2. L everage America Makes R&D and bring research capability embedded there
and engage it more directly with the region’s manufacturing R&D leadership.

INITIATIVE 4

Leverage the Region’s
manufacturing legacy
and diversity to attract
AM machine makers to
assemble/manufacture
their machines in NEO
2022 - 2025.

INITIATIVE 5

Map and promote the
depth and breadth of AM
service bureaus capability
resident in NEO.

1. D
 evelop value proposition for Northeast Ohio manufacturing
capability and improved profits.
2. D
 evelop targeted business attraction plan with goals
and milestones.

1. G
 enerate a list of service bureaus and segment by materials,
machine type, and capacity.
2. Incorporate service bureau competitive position within overall
marketing strategy for additive manufacturing.

1. D
 evelop value proposition for AM for new product development.
INITIATIVE 6

Advance AM for new
product innovation.

2. D
 etermine best practices for recruitment and curriculum approach
from leading design institutions.
3. Solicit development of design programs with higher education institutes.

INITIATIVE 7

Elevate Northeast Ohio’s
unique AM competencies
nationally and globally.
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1. Integrate existing additive manufacturing community into
the Smart Manufacturing Cluster of Northeast Ohio.
2. A
 ctivate comprehensive marketing strategy to cultivate
broader awareness for NEO AM.

AM in Northeast Ohio - Robust in Assets
Northeast Ohio has an advantaged position for capitalizing on the
transformational effect AM will have on manufacturing economies.
The region’s industrial legacy includes 248,000 manufacturing workers –
62% above the national average – a foundation which holds vast potential
for accelerating regional and national growth within the AM cache of
technologies. The existing fabric of manufacturers, end-use markets,
regional economic development and entrepreneurial support organizations,
professional associations, and higher education makes Northeast Ohio
a hotbed of current and potential AM capabilities.

The presence of America Makes in the Northeast Ohio Region provides engineering resources,
a prototyping center, research and development (R&D) opportunities, a cadre of AM experts, access
to the national AM community and a significant body of intellectual property (IP).

Companies primed to feed and utilize the AM supply chain include:

1,800

metal fabrication
establishments

more than

300

plastic products
manufacturers

together, employing
more than

60,000
workers

End-use markets, which are a part of Northeast Ohio’s driver industry cache, include the
aerospace, defense, automotive, energy, construction, health care, and consumer products
industries. These end-user AM subsectors include over 5,139 potential end user companies
accounting for more than 135,000 jobs.
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A deep and connected ecosystem in Northeast Ohio
The connecting fabric of regional organizations dedicated to company and entrepreneurial
growth includes Youngstown Business Incubator’s (YBI) expertise as an incubator and in
technology-based economic development; Team NEO’s expertise in private/public collaboration
and regional innovation cluster development; MAGNET as the preeminent center for
manufacturing growth in northeast Ohio; and county economic development organizations.
Private sector organizations and national associations located in the Northeast Ohio Region
with expressed interest in AM include America Makes, the nation’s leading and collaborative
partners in AM and 3D printing; Alliance for Working Together (AWT), a consortium of 75+
manufacturing companies working on the sustainability of manufacturing in the community;
and the Barnes Global Advisors, a consulting firm focused on integrating additive manufacturing
practices into existing businesses.
Significant workforce, IP and R&D capabilities from higher education including Lorain County
Community College’s (LCCC) Fab Lab; Cuyahoga Community College’s (CCC) 3D Digital
Design and Additive Manufacturing Technology curriculum; Case Western Reserve University’s
(CWRU) Additive Manufacturing Studio in Sears think[box]; Cleveland State University’s
Mechanical Engineering program and Youngstown State University’s (YSU) Center for
Innovation In Advanced Manufacturing (CIAM).
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Ready to Accelerate Your Additive Manufacturing Journey?
Available Resources to Help

As the national accelerator for additive manufacturing (AM) and 3D printing (3DP), America Makes
is the nation’s leading and collaborative partner in AM and 3DP technology research, discovery,
creation, and innovation. Structured as a public-private partnership with member organizations
from industry, academia, government, non-government agencies, and workforce and economic
development resources, we are working together to innovate and accelerate AM and 3DP to
increase our nation’s global manufacturing competitiveness.
americamakes.us

For more than 30 years, MAGNET has been driving Northeast Ohio’s manufacturing growth by
supporting small- and mid-sized manufacturers. We roll up our sleeves to provide hands-on support
with business consulting, new product design, operations excellence, and workforce innovation,
bringing industry, education, and community leaders together to create tomorrow’s manufacturers.
manufacturingsuccess.org

As the JobsOhio Network Partner, Team NEO accelerates the pace of growth and equity relating
to business development outcomes throughout the 18 counties of Northeast Ohio.
teamneo.org
The Smart Manufacturing Cluster of Northeast Ohio accelerates the growth and competitiveness
of the Northeast Ohio economy through industrial IoT implementation and innovation that leverages
the region’s rich manufacturing heritage, unique assets and talented workforce.
smartmanufacturingcluster.org

Our mission is to facilitate the creation of high-value businesses through collaborative partnerships
that promote innovative technologies and long-term, sustainable employment opportunities,
with a focus on information technology and advanced manufacturing.
ybi.org
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USE CASE DATABASE
Explore successful case studies from
manufacturers from around the world.
 E PART OF THE NETWORK
B
Help drive smart manufacturing innovation
in the Northeast Ohio Region by being a
Smart Manufacturing Cluster member.
VISIT smartmanufacturingcluster.org.

For additional
information,
connect with:

JAY FORAN
Sr. Vice President,
Industry and Innovation
Team NEO

ERICA FITZPATRICK
Program Manager,
Industry and Innovation
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216.363.5407
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216.363.5412

